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The January 2018 edition of Maison & Objet 
did not disappoint those who were looking 

for trend signals. Indicators came from many 
different areas, with color at the forefront, as 
always. Three topics held the market in thrall. 
The first was complexity.

As the decline of gray alone became more 
apparent than ever, gray’s influence on other 
colors began to rise. It became a factor in light 
mid-tones, saturated middle values and even 
deeps. It caused some colors to look organic and 
natural, and others to appear moody. 

This emerging layer of sophistication was not 
distributed equally around the color wheel. Yel-
lows, for example, appeared exempt from gray’s 
influence. Red, including dark Bordeaux, also did 
not come under gray’s spell. That said, pink did, 
especially when interpreted as mauve or rose. 
All these pink variations remained strong, even 
though they had less visibility than at the last 
Maison & Objet fair in September. 

Several purple types and values were also sus-
ceptible to gray’s influence. Greens, however, 
fully embraced complexity.
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Mid-tones took on a layer of complexity at Au Maison
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Confirming the Heimtextil trade fair’s color message just a week or so 
before (see Heimtexil, below), the temperature for trend-right greens 
was shifting. Change happened so fast that it seemed clear the new 
direction would help shape the future of greens into 2020. 

Green introductions were not only more complex, but also cooler. So, 
pistachio declined in favor of sage, celery gave way to eucalyptus and rose-

mary, olive was nudged aside by khaki and hunter gave up share to a version of 
evergreen so dark and gray-cast that it seemed to suck up all the air around it. 

The dark, complex character of this updated green had a parallel in the blue 
family called petrol. Petrol is not a new color. It reemerged about a year ago and 

has been quietly building ever since. In Paris, blues tinged with both green and gray, no 
matter the value, usually shared the same petrol name, adding the prefix “light” or “dark” 
when appropriate. The darkest petrol types suggested a green-cast indigo. This shade 
caused navy to back off in its favor. 

A second significant direction for 
blue came from denim-influenced 
shades. Here again, complexity 
was key. It gave cottons, linens, 
tweeds and twills a casual, 
lived-in feeling that was also 
found in denim-colored ceramic, 
plastic and metal. Expect denim’s star 
to rise over the next 24 months.

Black was back in a big way. It made a dra-
matic statement when used as a ground for 
digitally printed patterns, especially florals. This look 
is directional. Black also teamed with off-white in a softer 
version of classic black-and-white that craved natural to com-
plete the look (see Paris Style Alert, below). Other color notes 
from Paris:

• While purple grew, it was not yet a major trend (it will be by the end of this year)
• Browns kept advancing; even so, they were barely mentioned
• Incoming cognac blurred the line between yellow and brown
• Placing complex/cool greens and complex/green blues next to each other in   
 assortments or visual display was on-trend

Paris Style Alert
There was an overwhelming feeling that flowers were everywhere at the Maison & Objet 

trade fair this January. One reason for this perception was the penetration of jungle 
themes. Another was a new tendency to fill icons like butterflies with floral elements. 
A final factor was a directional preference for floating flowers over a dark (often black) 
ground to make them stand out. 

Cool green upholstery covering 
Paipaï, designed for Ligne Roset 
by LucidiPevere and inspired by 

origami folding

Maison Dada’s vanity
and bench in petrol blue

Palmalisa Zantedeschi 
introduced purple to

the marble trend 
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This was often the approach taken by flowers in a painterly style referencing 
the art of the great Dutch Masters. The digitally printed blooms in over-
sized scale that signatured this style were similar to the full-and-rich designs 
on dark grounds seen at Heimtextil. Not surprisingly, considering the Dutch 
connection, tulips had a role in some of the freshest floral combinations in 
Paris. They were seen in lampshades at Pols Potten, curtains at Au Maison, 
cushions at Royal Stranger and wallpaper from Kerrie Brown. 

Blossoms were not the only standard-bearers of Dutch Masters style. Yet, 
they still stood out most because they connected with the market’s broader 
floral trend. That relationship gave painterly flowers traction that will facili-
tate growth over the next two years. 

With less product development supporting them so far, portraits were another factor. 

Portraits evoking work from the Golden Dutch Century showed up in visual display at It’s 
About Romi and Good & Mojo, creating a trend-right backdrop for lighting. At Alibabette 
Editions Paris, portraits graced the cover of blank books. Inspired by the realism typical 
in art from that era, Meisterwerke created statement-sized tapestry portraits of a man or 
woman suitable for wall art or room-divider panels. The surprise came from a tattooed 
“sleeve” on one arm of each figure, done with updated flowers and elements like a tiger 
or a human face that contrasted with both the traditional dress of the time, and the tradi-
tional tapestry-weaving process used to create the cloth. 

Still life vignettes, which have not yet surfaced, could be made equally compelling by inte-
grating unexpected, modern references. 

While florals, still lifes and portraiture in the style of Johannes Vermeer, Pieter Brueghel 
the Elder, Frans Hals, Rembrandt van Rijn or other Dutch painters may feel like a discon-
nect with today’s lifestyle, they are not. That’s because the flowers found in this look rein-
force a shift from masculine to feminine design that has been in motion for more than six 
months. At the same time, adding references to tattoos demonstrates how portraiture and 
still lifes, with their traditional roots, can find ways to relate to this century’s young adults. 
These factors support placing a Dutch Masters trend on the watch list as the next evolu-
tion of neo-traditional style.  

A very different trend was building concurrently in Paris. A contemporary interpreta-
tion of African style came from companies like Boltze, where concentric diamonds, 
chevron stripes and zigzag repeats dominated surface designs. They were joined by 
less-linear elements, like spots covering giraffe figures, leaf motifs as metal sculp-
tures and masks as wall art. Individuals in tribal dress, including hand-beaded col-
lars, linked chains and woven head pieces were shown in oversized black-and-white 
photographs. 

Color was earthy and understated. Off-white and black formed the core of the 
palette. Natural materials like jute, undyed yarn, unstained/oiled wood, bamboo, 
uncolored clay and dark iron brought variety to the neutral story. Turmeric, saddle or 
cognac added hints of warmth.

The importance of texture could not be overstated. It was expressed in everything 

Portraiture in tapestry
from Meisterwerke

Selections from Boltze’s 
Modern Ethno trend

Amazonia, new from Witch & 
Watchman, with leaves, flowers 

and returning peacocks
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from woven baskets to carved-wood serving boards. Fringe, beads, coarsely woven cotton 
fabrics and faux fur also had a role. However, macramé felt old, suede was left out of the 
mix and stones of all kinds were conspicuously absent.

Native American references, especially geometrics, feathers and headdresses, blended 
seamlessly into this contemporary African look. Finding common ground between these 
two global themes made the result less specific and even more saleable for consumers. 

Heimtextil Pattern
There was an overwhelming sense of optimism at the 2018 edition of Heimtextil. Per-

haps this was because of an increase in both visitor (about 70,000) and exhibitor (2,975) 
participation. Or, it may have been because of an infusion of new energy, compliments 
of the launch of New & Next, an international platform for more than 50 young designers 
and startups. Another possibility was the positive impact of this year’s Theme Park trend 
area, in which international design experts visualized the megatrend of urbanization. 

One of the fair’s key surface-design trends also struck an optimistic note: floral motifs. 
Just as at Maison & Objet, the rise of florals was remarkable. Even more so was the scale 
of those designs, which covered bed linens, rugs, wallcoverings, throws, upholstery fabric 
and cushions with giant blooms.

The hero of this fast-growing floral story was a look combining digital printing with dark 
grounds, especially black. The Trend Curve revealed this trend as it emerged over a year 
ago. At Heimtextil, florals in this personality debuted in many stands, including several 
that license artwork, confirming a future for these florals for at least another 18 months.

While designs had scale (big) and technique (digital printing) in common, there were 
important variations. For example, Kitori, from Christian Fischbacher, featured Asian over-
tones that have just begun moving back onto the trend landscape. Holden took a tropi-
cal point of view with an overlay of linear elements suggesting Art Deco inspiration. Bed 
linens from Melli Mello, exhibiting at Heimtextil for the first time, came with an incoming 
Boho vibe that felt youthful and fun. 

Arthouse cited the botanical references that have been seen on the fashion runway as 
inspiration for their Floral Adventure series 
of wallcoverings and textiles. This collection, 
they say, bridges the gap between British 
fashion and traditional British design. It was 
one of a number of botanical florals in many 
color stories seen at Heimtextil, and part 
of the leading edge of a broader botanical 
trend that will impact design for the coming 
18-24 months. 

By contrast, Floral Dreams, new from Apelt, 
looked to the Golden Dutch Century for 
inspiration, highlighting the impact of light 
and shadow in surface designs on duvets 

Oversized blooms covered
geometrics at Castilla Textil

J-Line’s natural/neutral/African-
global mix
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and shams. Fleur, debuting at Essenza, used blush-pink or steely blue backgrounds 
instead of black. But like Floral Dreams, this bedding pattern also found inspiration in the 
work of 17th-century Dutch painters.  

Fleur, Floral Dreams and several other patterns seen in Frankfurt that mimicked the work 
of the Dutch Masters, represent an important and directional shift. They mark an evolu-
tion of visual texture in surface design that leaves the blurry personality of established 
watercolor techniques behind in favor of vivid, realistic and detailed depictions. Digital 
printing feels like the perfect vehicle through which careful brushstrokes will overshadow 
uncontrolled pools of color. Expect this shift in textural character to be in full swing by the 
beginning of 2019. Other pattern notes:

• Geometrics softened into a more-forgiving look that will make them better   
 companions to florals

• Similarly, the best plaids looked hand-drawn or used drop-needle techniques   
 to add texture

• Birds ramped up, with long feathers, legs or beaks most important

• Tie-dye and other resist methods edged up

Dark grounds were not limited to black: KAS Melli Mello’s Boho floral

Updated botanical style bridged
British fashion and traditional

design at Art House

Fleur, new from Essenza, mimicked
the style of the Dutch Masters

The Golden Dutch Century
inspired new bedding from Apelt
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Incoming: American Casual
An emerging trend at Heimtextil revolved around a lifestyle that is known and loved in 

the U.S.: American Casual. 

This style was easy to understand, because it focused on towels, robes, cushions, rugs or 
bed linens colored in denim blue. Propelled by the still-growing interest in stone-washed 
looks, denim blue was up-and-coming in Frankfurt. So were looks that suggested the 
fabric in any way, or were actually made of denim. 

Yantai North Home Textile Co. showed denim duvets and cushions with visible double 
stitching, mimicking the French seams found on jeans. Blue Penguin Textiles, in their 
first year at Heimtextil, debuted denim-look cushions with ripped areas to match those 
found on today’s trendy jeans. In this case, rips allowed a color or pattern below to show 
through. Some pillows also had faux-fur appliqués (alien faces, skull, handgun) embroi-
dered onto the face, giving them not only texture, but also dimension. 

The marled yarns used to construct Möve’s bath towels and rugs suggested a faded, 
favorite pair of jeans. The blue of LASA’s robes and towels went a bit brighter, yet still 
conveyed the same feeling. Yarns used in Carvalho’s towels had a stone-washed character, 
which gave the impression of lived-in softness. The same look was found in Marc O’Polo’s 
knitted throw. Meanwhile, Coton Couleur’s Random collection teamed a denim-look duvet 
and cushions for top-of-bed with a tie-dye duvet layer, distressed-plaid pillow cases and 
irregular-stripe shams for “perfect - imperfect” balance. 

Denim is always an easy sell in the U.S. Seeing it emerge in strength at an international 
trade fair confirmed American Casual’s potential as a worldwide trend in the next two 
years. Other styles of note:

• Boho looks pushed for recognition with decorative, and sometimes folkloric, elements
• Vintage textiles with aged-and-worn personalities did not decline
• Asian sensibilities advanced and are forecasted to increase in the coming 24 months
• Neo-traditional style was present, yet icons like damasks were nowhere near as   
 important as flowers

Ripped areas helped Blue Penguin 
Textiles’ cushions connect with 

apparel trends

Denim with dual stitching at Yantai North Home Textile Co. Perfect - Imperfect style from Coton Couleur

Möve’s new Denim collection
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How to Energize a Basic
Tropical foliage has been a hot topic for about two years. At Heimtextil, the point of 

reference for these designs was not Cuba, which sparked the trend in the U.S., but the 
jungle. The volume of introductions in this style was extreme for a trend with two years 
behind it, yet a number of design elements provided reasons to look at it with fresh eyes.

To begin with, digital printing brought unexpected depth to designs and intensity to 
color—and digital designs were everywhere. After several seasons of inching along 
toward growth, the technique seemed to explode at this year’s fair. In fact, even though 
the penetration of digitally printed designs is estimated to be just 2% today, it felt like 
25% of the newness at Heimtextil came from digitally produced patterns.

At the same time the penchant for oversized motifs made designs even more dramatic. 
Larger scale not only insisted on being noticed, but also blew up visual texture to a new 
level of participation in design.  

Next, the jungle palette abandoned its restriction to green-dominant palettes. One result 
was that incoming flowers were introduced into a number of patterns (some with black or 
colored grounds), relieving the monotony of yesterday’s leaf-only designs. When leaves 
stood alone, updated versions either took the palette in a much cooler direction, focus-
ing on incoming blue-tinged greens, or they introduced thin outlines and veins, often in 
black, for an extreme level of detail not seen in the past. 

Creatures like zebras, lions, elephants, cheetahs and jaguars also joined in, but only as 
accents. Tropical birds had more-prominent roles. Skin-print designs appeared here and 
there, as did camouflage patterns, which looked especially great in towels. Vossen’s High 
Line collection featured analogous shades of cool greens, plus camel, while Menekse 
Tekstil went with a single green on an off-white ground. 

While these updates will not be sufficient enough to keep tropical/jungle in the trend 
column, they will still ensure a strong position on the list of basic styles that will impact 
décor between now and 2020. 

Digitally printed bedding from Apelt Black lines and cooler color updated Essenza’s tropical design

Camo towels in Vossen’s 
display at Heimtextil

A colorful approach to
jungle style in wallpaper

from Zimmer & Rohde
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Showcase Ireland  

Showcase is a gem of a show. This Dublin-based trade fair con-
centrates on Irish artisan craft. That means most of the 450 

exhibiting companies are small, so the person you speak with in the 
stand is often the artist and creator. Just as importantly, the prod-
ucts are typically not seen in any of the larger trade-show venues.

At this year’s Showcase, a number of trends stood out. The first was 
texture. Although the preference for both visual and tactile texture is already well estab-
lished, Showcase artisans added unexpected complexity to the story. 

Aisling McElwain Ceramics, for example, turned one of their ceramic vases on a wheel, 
painted and fired it, and then hand-applied thicker paint in a wide band at the top for 
dimensional contrast with a rustic texture. Jennifer Slattery Textiles specializes in botanical 
imagery inspired by Irish wildflowers. One of this company’s newest offerings is a series of 
birch plywood trays with embroidered Irish linen that 
has been heat-sealed onto the surface. The embroi-
dery provides a light-tactile sensation on pieces that 
are heat and dishwasher safe. 

Botanical looks are beginning to trend. In Dublin, 
they also showed up in vivid hues on mugs from Holly 
Somerville and in softened watercolors from Orla 
Murphy Designs. Living Ginger Designs used botani-
cal leaves to make impressions on ceramic, burning 
them away during the firing process before plates 
and trays are glazed. 

Metallics had a fresh perspective when applied to hand-crafted items. Slated introduced 
the Gilded collection of hand-cut slate coasters and placemats. Pieces are hand-gilded 
with silver, copper or gold leaf so each has a subtly different pattern. A. Mullane Designs 
debuted a foil wasp design, shown as a hand-rendered screen print on silk or wool. 
  
Female empowerment was an undercurrent in several collections. The best one came 
from The House of Leaf in a series of designs by Lorna Esther called Moon Cycles. Silk-

Dimensional texture added contrast
at Aisling McElwain Ceramics

Embroidered Irish linen was heat-sealed 
onto trays from Jennifer Slattery Textiles

Wasp motifs were new on
A. Mullane Designs’ cushions, 

lampshades and shawls scarf designs (silk pillows are next) featured a woman and the moon. The artist’s 
intention was to show a parallel between the unassuming, yet profound, power 
of the moon and the strength of women. Mol Lambert Designs showed The 
Sisters Collection. This group of small, framed-art pieces depicts everyday 
activities that women engage in, from child care to cooking, that bring joy to 
their lives and the lives of others. Other Showcase favorites:

• Bunny & Clyde’s convertible crib (it becomes a toddler bed, then a day   
 bed) made of solid walnut and ash
• Silk scarves in designs inspired by photography done on artist Debbie   
 Millington’s  travels
• Lorraine Fletcher Art’s fine-art paper prints featuring lots of purple shades
• Tribal art on modern, asymmetrical ceramics from Thomas Wollen Ceramics
• John Ryan’s new ceramic bowls in three sizes, all with straight sides

From Lorna Esther’s Moon Cycles 
collection at The House of Leaf
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• Tea light holders in walnut, maple or elm by Sean Murphy at Kilkenny   
 Woodworkers that can flip over to become a presentation board
• Scallywag, a framed-art dog design (dogs are returning) from Paul   
 Maloney Prints
• Liz Christy’s Teal Rapture scarf, inspired by the work of Yeats, woven   
 in hand-dyed  Merino wool with hand-dyed kid mohair in the weft for   
 curly texture (this new scarf was a bestseller at Showcase)

Slated’s hand-cut slate coasters with 
hand-painted metallic detailing

Christmasworld Highlights
The annual trade fair devoted to all things Christmas is a perfect place to track evolu-

tions and innovations that will impact this important selling season. Color is always a 
catalyst, and this year, a number of changes stood out. A return to browns was among 
them. Colors avoided the darkest values in favor of mid-tone shades. More color shifts:

• An increase in green’s share and an emerging preference for cooler green tones

• More purples, though lavender meant more than the vivid Ultraviolet that has been   
 getting so much press

• Warmer blues, even in dark values, giving more  
 status to petrol

• Mango as an emerging orange (still an accent)

• Brights showed how they could be relevant in  
 the future

Surface interest was generated by more than color. 
Embellishments played a key role. This year, faux 
fur had a larger share. 

It was used as an angel’s skirt and a gnome’s hat at Cor Mulder. Fur covered the front of 
tree- and star-shaped wooden ornaments at Gerd Rodermund and was cut into poinsettia 
leaves, sprinkled with glitter, at Edelman. It was printed with metallic foil leaves, enhanc-
ing throws and cushions at Kaemingk, and carried dots of foil luster on an angel’s dress at 
Jolipa. Goodwill combined fur with feathers, gems and beads in a patchwork of materials/
textures/colors that came together in a stunning owl figure. 

It’s not unusual to see felt snowmen, trees and stars, but the number of them was defi-
nitely higher this year. Felt also got more play as bows on Christmas trees (Krebs Glas 
Lausche) and appliqués on cushions (PAD Design). The newest felt application came from 
capelet-like additions to blown-glass orbs (Dagmara). 

There was still plenty of glitter, but far less than at the 2017 show. One reason for this 
decline was that sequins were stealing share. Outlining star-shaped ornaments, covering a 
bow allover or creating a deer silhouette with sequins was just the beginning. Hoff added 
concentric rings of gold-sequin dots to a bug printed in neutrals on a white cotton cush-
ion, showing how sequins can be used to apply luster accents. 

A patchwork of materials
at Goodwill included faux fur

Llamas from Fabryka Bombek
were detailed with pompoms
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Mermaid looks, with sequins colored differently on each side, have been on a tear for at 
least two years. To really show off their play value requires more area than a small orna-
ment can provide, so directional vendors at Christmasworld stepped up with larger pieces. 
Conical trees on stands at Gift Company came in three sizes (80cm, 100cm, 120cm) with a 
rubber ring to allow adjustments higher or lower. Each one was covered in sequins of black 
on one side and gold on the other. At Kaeming, stars of about six inches had enough area 
to convey a gold-and-white sequin story. Kaemingk also showed a number of mermaid 
cushions. So did G. Wurm and others.

Pompoms are already a factor in everyday décor, so it makes sense that they would forge 
a place for themselves in Christmas collections. Garland from ribbon companies like Vivant 
have already appeared. This year brought a conical tree covered allover in brown and off-
white pompoms from Baden, snowmen with pompom bodies at A&G, bead-encrusted 
boxes with a single pompom at G. Wurm and Sputnik-inspired stars with pompom ends 
from Edelman. Heim used them like necklaces around the necks of ceramic vases. 

But the best role for pompoms came from items in an important new style for the Holidays: 
Mexicali. This happy and highly decorative trend was signatured by the llama. Always-
smiling and often adorned with pompoms fringing a saddle, headband or hat, llamas are 
another crossover icon from everyday gifts and décor, where they represent an emerg-
ing trend. Gift Company, Edelman, Baden and others translated them into new Christmas 
assortments. So did Heim, where the Mexicali theme was also developed into a trend for 
everyday that included:

Dagmara found
new roles for felt

Mermaid sequins on Holiday products
from Gift Company (L) and Kaemingk (R)

Sequins stood out as
accents on Hoff’s cushion • Permanent cactus plants and cactus motifs

• Wooden boxes with decorative-tile drawer fronts

• Woven baskets, some with braided-and-fringed trim

• Sombrero hats with pompom fringe

• Pitchers and vases in brightly-colored ceramic

• Cotton-print cushions that blended ethnic geometrics with  
 tropical flowers

• Woven fabrics with geometric stripes and bright colors

• Carved glass and glass printed with Day-of-the-Dead skulls

This trend merits attention for several reasons. First, it is a com-
pletely new theme for the Holidays, which will be exciting at retail. 
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Next, Mexicali includes energetic hues, especially primary 
brights. These colors have been off the trend radar for some 
time, so consumers are ready for them again in the two years 
to come. And finally, this look offers an evolution of global 
style that a huge percentage of the U.S. population can con-
nect with, either because of geography or heritage. That’s 
why Mexicali is highly recommended for Christmas assort-
ments and beyond. 

Other trend indicators from Christmasworld:

• Hygge came to Christmas with painted wood in folkloric  
 patterns, felt, printed cotton and the word “Hygge”   

        (notable for its near absence was yarn)

• Colors applied to jungle style evolved as flamingoes wearing Santa hats embraced   
 peachy corals and greens went cooler  
• Vendors clamored to introduce undersea collections, which have already been   
 immensely popular worldwide (new focus: octopus)

• Plaids were having a moment

• Beetles and bugs invaded Christmas

Atlanta Rug Show, January 2018
Tactile was the word of choice for the latest rugs at the Atlanta Rug Show. Pattern and 

color certainly remained integral to the end product here. Yet, how materials were 
woven and manipulated became the most critical aspect of trend-focused products. 

Texture, not always evident in online representations of textiles and floor coverings, was 
paramount in nearly every new introduction. Whether it was found in an ultra-shaggy 
Moroccan Berber or a minutely woven and incredibly detailed neo-traditional design, each 
rug made surface interest stand out.

So, let’s dig into texture, the physical aspect of rugs, then cover pattern and color. 

The most obvious texture trend had the stamp of Millennials 
all over it: Hygge. Hygge-inspired cable-knit rugs in a single 
color, or with one dramatic accent (navy, red or black), had 
the heaviest texture, hands down. Patterns kept to simple, 
geometric figures, and typically featured natural fibers like 
wool or cotton/jute.

Another key texture came from established shags, which 
demonstrated surprising growth in Atlanta. In fact, shags 
seemed to be everywhere. New twists arrived via geomet-
ric patterns and interesting juxtapositions of yarn tex-
tures. Moroccan weaves with hirsute pile came to the fore. 
Anadol’s collection of bold, offset diagonals with mega-shag 
were noteworthy. 

Heim’s new direction
for global décor

Porcia, a mosaic-inspired 
pattern in high/low synthetic 

construction from Loloi
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With an amplified interest in delving into texture for effect, Turkish Oushaks, with 
their aesthetically pleasing knots, saw a welcome return. The yarns used in these rugs 
enhanced the texture story with space dyed, aubrushed, marled, twisted and ombred 
techniques. Rug constructions inevitably focused on dual level looks, drawing even 
more attention to surfaces: pile/flat, high/ low pile, cut/loop, even tape and embroidery. 
One of the best examples was found at Loloi. Called Porcia, it paid tribute to the age-
old art of mosaic, with a look reminiscent of thousands of small tile pieces.

A different kind of texture, faux fur, also appeared. Perhaps inspired by PETA, and the 
push to conserve natural resources, it was seen in cowhide rugs. It is also worth noting 
that faux fur also surged in popularity for toss pillows and throws at Heimtextil. 

Particularly notable was the use of texture in the finer count goods. Machine-made 
synthetics, particularly polypropylenes from Turkey and Egypt, strived to become more 

hand-woven and hand-knotted than the designs and constructions they were imitating. 

Also look for polypropylene, as it evolves into a more sophisticated fiber, to replace 
viscose as a lustrous partner to more matte wool. It provides as much textural contrast as 
viscose, faux silk or bamboo silk, but with a much better durability story, and at a more-
competitive price.

Pattern followed as a close second to texture for market importance. The forward march 
of the sketchy, dramatic and half-erased contemporary pattern—replete with dashes, dots 
and sprays—could not be denied. In fact, this popular look is expected to remain a factor 
for about 12-18 months more. One important reason is that it is so easily worked into every 
style category. 

Still, inroads were being made by smaller-scaled abstracts, such as deconstructed blocks, 
grids or squares. Diagonals, softened by pattern erasure, were seen as a transitional ver-
sion of bestselling contemporaries. Could these designs begin to steal share from their 
contemporary cousins? Yes. The shift will begin by the middle of this year.

There was also a renewed interest in more-traditional design elements. But instead of 
pairing them with ongoing contemporary ones, tribal concentrations appeared in designs, 
represented by Anatolian, kilim, Central Asian and Country Persian looks. At the same 
time, Suzanis were revisited in more organic-and-muted, analogous-color interpretations. 

Tamarian showed this new approach the best. 

A charming new surface-design trend was found in the Khotan, or 
Turkestan rug, which originates from the Western Chinese region 
originally inhabited by Buddhists. Emerging from companies like 
Abdo Mustafa Rugs, these antique and semi-antique bordered 
pieces featured motifs like stylized vases, pomegranates and vines. 

A glimmer of hope for an Art Deco revival, which has not seen since 
the 70’s. Designers and stylists revealed that they are beginning 
to think in that direction. Expect Art Deco rugs to appear as early 
as mid-2018, rounding out offerings that have already emerged in 
upholstery textiles, bed linens, furniture and tableware over the 
past 12 months. 

Tamarian’s Tibetan-knot Suzani in 
analogous shades of orange and 

scarlet, with hints of ochre

Antique Khotan rug
from Abdo Mustafa Rugs
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Color, like all else in this market, evolved slowly. 
There were no radical departures from last 
market, but several new developments. Appar-
ently, we all like to look back in history to sup-
posedly quiet times for color inspiration. Hence, 
note a trend harkening to the Eisenhower 
era teaming elephant gray with pink accents, 
inspired by felt A-line skirts worn by Elvis-
swooning teenyboppers. Other color notes:

• Intense reds (think scarlet, burgundy and orange-tinged salsa) became key accents
• Even though sari silk was declining, hot-and-bright orange and pink were everywhere
• Pink ranged from almost manly salmon and delicate rose shades (watch for more of   
 these) to ongoing cosmetic pink
• Pantone’s pleasing color of the year, Ultra Violet, worked its way successfully into   
 many palettes, looking best in combination with other violet tones and aubergines,   
 or combined with terra cotta and bronze
• Black and white softened to tempered charcoal and ecru

Las Vegas Market 
A few key items stood out as directional at Las Vegas Market. They provided trend mes-

sages about color, style and functionality. 

1. Christmas cushions from Peking Handicraft 
caught the eye because of their palette. This series 
of toss pillows offers a snowman, nutcracker or 
ornament design in mid-tone orange—with accents 
of pink, caramel and beige—against a warm-gray 
background. Gray has already moved from the 
trend list to the core of home-furnishings color. 
That means there is a huge installed base of gray 
in consumers’ homes. Orange has been away from 
trend for several years, but hints of its return to Hol-
iday palettes recently emerged at Christmasworld 
2018. With gray as the familiar carrier for newness, 
these cushions can satisfy the consumer’s desire for 
basic safety and exciting trend at the same time. 

Capel’s Makrana, hand
knotted in wool and viscose

Ultraviolet stood out in French
Accents’ hand-knotted wool rug

A new Christmas
color story from

Peking Handicraft

Cool green updated autumn
color stories at Primitives by Kathy

2. When fall comes to mind, oranges, golds and browns quickly follow. But a 
new collection from Primitives by Kathy opted for shades of green instead. And 
not just any greens—these were cool, mid-tone greens similar to those emerg-
ing at the European fairs last month (see Color, above). The greens, which were 
accented with shades of taupe and brown, gave fall a fresh perspective that is 
directional for the next two years. 

3. Modernizing tradition has become one of the market’s most important 
routes to newness. Left Bank Art accomplished this with Gilded Earring, a 
framed-art piece based on Jan Vermeer’s 1665 portrait Girl With Pearl Earring. 
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The company adapted this well-known painting by stripping away the color and adding a 
gold-metallic geometric behind the figure. The result speaks to trend on multiple levels. 
First, it appeals to the growing pool of neo-traditional customers, who want to tap into 
traditional elements without being too literal. Next, the work of the Great Dutch Masters 
is starting to influence color, making dark grounds like the black one anchoring Gilded 
Earring newly appealing. Finally, portraiture is emerging. It not only works in a range of 
scales, including larger sizes that are gathering momentum, but also makes a more-per-
sonal, human connection that has been lacking in framed art for several years. 

4. Everyone wants more functionality in products for their homes. Twin Star addressed 
this topic in six furniture collections designed by Jena Hall. Cocktail tables have lift tops 
so you can eat at the sofa. Bookcases have a drop-down secretary desk. Bookshelves 
become room dividers. Integrated AC and USB ports seem to be everywhere. Then Twin 
Star went beyond these familiar features to add more. 

The Ashford Adjustable Height Desk goes from 29.5” to 47” and has three programmable 
settings, selectable with the nearly flush Illumitouch™ control panel on the top. A GetAc-
tive™ timer allows users to change the desk height at predetermined intervals. Even better, 
this desk comes with a dry-erase-compatible glass top for notes, messages or doodles. 

The Modern Dweller TV stand is one of several items that accommodates an infrared 
quartz-electric fireplace insert that is easy to put in and take out as needs/wants change. 
A fireplace is also optional on the Swedish Classics Wall Mantel, the Uptown Loft Wine 
Cabinet or the Don’t Fret Bluetooth® Compatible TV Stand. 

Fire is one of the two fastest-growing categories for outdoor living (the other is deep seat-
ing), yet fire has not been on the trend radar at all for interiors. These collections, in which 
fire is among the flexible options consumers can chose from, may be an important step in 
sparking the fire trend inside the home.

Gilded Earring, from Left Bank Art,
puts a modern spin on tradition

Pieces from Modern Dweller, 
one of Twin Star’s six new 

multifunctional collections
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The Last Word

I am writing this column on Friday afternoon. 
By this time on Sunday I’ll be on my way to a 

trade fair called FURNEX in Cairo. While this is 
a completely new event for The Trend Curve, 
FURNEX has existed since 2004. Among the 
goals of this fair is exposure for Egyptian furni-
ture manufacturers to the international trade. 

I have no idea what I’ll find there or how 
relevant it will be to Members of The Trend 
Curve’s subscriber family. But whatever I find, 
I’ll report on it in the next issue.

From Cairo I’ll fly directly to Frankfurt for the 
Ambiente trade fair. This well-known and 
well-respected show drew over 140,000 trade 
visitors last year. 

I’ll spend over three days covering products 
in the Dining, Giving and Living areas. Table-
top is my favorite category at Ambiente, and 

I devote a full day to looking at everything 
that’s new for clues about what may be next. 
Time will also be set aside for exploring the 
new gifts and decorative accessories, kitchen 
products and interior trends that emerge at 
this important fair.

While I’m at FURNEX and Ambiente I’ll be 
posting to social-media. In fact, I post from 
every show I attend, from Heimtextil to the 
High Point furniture market. 

If you want to know what I’m seeing as I walk 
the aisles and talk to designers, follow The 
Trend Curve on Instagram (this is where I am 
most active; look for @trendcurve), Twitter 
(also @trendcurve) and Facebook (facebook.
com/thetrendcurve).  


